Sample Surveys

Disability Service Providers

1. What barriers or issues have come up when responding to reports or suspicions of abuse against persons with disabilities?

2. Does your agency have any trainings or programs in place to inform persons with disabilities about personal safety, sexuality, or reporting crimes?

   ___ Yes ___ No

   If yes, please describe: _____________________________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________

3. What kinds of information, consultation, or training could be useful to you or your organization regarding abuse against persons with disabilities? Check all that apply.

   ___ Possible indicators of abuse
   ___ Dynamics of abuse and persons with disabilities
   ___ Impact of abuse on persons with disabilities
   ___ Responding to disclosures of abuse
___ Safety planning with an individual who reports abuse

___ Promoting safe and healthy relationships for persons with disabilities

___ Information about local victim services for persons with disabilities

___ Other: _______________________________________________________________

4. Does your agency track the number and types of crimes/abuse disclosed by clients with disabilities?

___ Yes ___ No

If yes, please describe how you collect and use the data: ___________________________

________________________________________________________________________

If no, do you have the capacity to track this information?

___ Yes ___ No ___ Perhaps in the future ___ I don’t know

5. If you do track the number of crimes disclosed by clients with disabilities, how often is your organization using/reviewing this type of information?

6. Which types of abuse against persons with disabilities occur in our community? Check all that apply.

___ Sexual assault/abuse
___ Domestic violence

___ Caregiver abuse

___ Emotional abuse/neglect

___ Financial exploitation

___ Other: _______________________________________________________________

7. What advice do you have for us in reaching and telling persons with disabilities about our services?

8. Is there anything else we haven’t mentioned that you want us to know about?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________